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1. Introduction
Radon causes lung cancer in the miner population occupationally exposed

underground to mine air of uranium mines [1-3]. There is increasing evidence
supporting the opinion that radon may cause cancer also in ore mines [4-7] despite
that in ore mines the radon gas is released in concentrations down to several
orders of magnitude lower than in uranium mines. At these low concentrations of
radon other pollutants may play increasing role in carcinogenesis and
clastogenesis, respectively. There were reports about higher incidence of lung
cancer also from ore mines of Slovakia and the radon exposure underground was
suggested to be the main cause of this higher incidence [8-10].

The chromosomal aberrations (CA) are considered to be indicators of irradiation
and evidence rises that they belong to important factors of somatic mutagenesis
leading to cancer [11]. Specific localizations of CA are found in many cancer
tissues including lung cancer [12,13]. A positive dependence of numbers of CA in
peripheral blood lymphocytes from lifetime underground exposure in uranium ore
miners has been reported [14]. Similarly, a dependence of numbers of CA in
peripheral blood lymphocytes from lifetime exposure to indoor radon at very low
levels has been observed in inhabitants of dwellings [15]. The above information
has lead us to perform a study in which the radon air concentrations and
clastogenic effects at three ore mines located in central east Slovakia, the gold
mine of Hodrusa-Hamre, talcum mine of Hnusta, and, iron ore mine in Nizna
Slana are compared with the above parameters observed in a control group of
healthy men which never experienced underground work. A random sample of
radon concentration mesurements in houses was used for control.
2. Materials and Methods

Samples of venous blood from groups of 21, 32, 38 and 39 probands from
Hodrusa-Hamre, Hnusta, Nizna Slana and from healthy control persons,
respectively, were taken after an informed consent. The average age of the groups
did not differ significantly. Every proband was interviewed and a questionnaire
was filled up which helped to exclude probands with diseases requiring frequent
x-ray examinations, recent viral diseases, exposure to chemicals or therapeutic
drags, or, excluding those having previously worked in uranium mines.
Information about smoking and drinking habits was gained.

Cultures from one-hour buffy coat were started using RPMI1640 (USOL Praha)
medium supplemented with phytohaemagglutinin (MUREX, 0.025 ml/ml),
antibiotica (Penicillin BIOTIKA, 100 i.U./ml, Streptomycin GALENIKA, 100
microg/ml), and 10% fetal calf serum at 37° C. The cells were harvested after 48
hours of cultivation, for last two hours 4 ug/ml colchicine (FLUKA) was added.
The cells were then treated with 0.075 M KC1, fixed in methanol : glacial acetic
acid (3:1) and dropped on wet slides. All slides were coded and stained in 3%
Giemsa solution. Chromosomal aberrations were counted in 200 well stretched
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mitoses from every proband and recorded separately as chromatid and
chromosomal fragments, breaks, terminal deletions, chromatid and chromosomal
gaps, dicentrics, and chromatid exchanges.

Personal doses were measured by a pair of solid state nuclear track detectors of
type CR-39 in a passive two-chamber system monthly, during 1995 year.
Electrochemical etching combined with chemical pre-etching was used for evaluation
the track detectors (16). The same dosemeters were used to assess the radon
concentration in homes.

For biometrical evaluation the two-times-two table of chi-quadrat and at low
aberration frequencies the Fisher's exact test of the program package EPIINFO,
and, for confidence interval estimates the program BINOM [17] was used.
3. Results

The proportions of mitoses with aberrations of the chromosomal type in samples
from all followed groups are in Table 1. It can be seen that the variation between
means of these proportions generally does not exceed a factor of two. If
comparing the total (non-smoker plus smoker) samples a statistically significant
(p<0,05) difference could be seen between the counts of control and Hodrusa
samples on one side and Nizna Slana samples on the other. The responsibility for
this difference lied upon the samples of Nizna Slana smoker-miners as could be
seen from the statistically significant difference at comparing smoker subgroups.
No significant differences were found among other sample groups.

Table 2 shows the averages of sums of all cells containing CA including gaps.
The variation between groups does not exceed the factor of two. A statistically
significant difference between the miners and control group samples was found.
Also here, mainly the miner smokers subgroup contributed significantly to this
difference. In comparing with the counts of cells containing CA including gaps in
samples from smoking controls significantly higher counts in smoking miners
(p<0,05) were found. A prominence of Nizna Slana smokers is evident. In
comparing the counts in control and miner non-smokers the difference was not
statistically significant.

From the experiments of Purrott et al. [18] who, after in vitro alpha irradiation of
cells, found an overdispersion of CA in comparing with the Poisson distribution it
follows, that the probability of the occurrence of cells with more than one CA is
after alpha irradiation higher than after gamma irradiation. Therefore special
attention was paid to cells containing more than one aberration as these might be
markers of effects of alpha radiation. Generally, no significant difference in
counts of cells containing more than one CA either of chromosome type, or, of
chromatid type in comparing with the control samples was found.

Table 3 shows the average concentrations of radon in air and resulting annual
average radiation body burden estimates from radon at the followed mines and in
two types of houses, appropriate for the control group, the majority of which
lodged at rack construction houses. As expected, the annual effective dose
estimates were higher for miners than for controls. The dose estimates between
controls and miners varied by a factor of 5 to 10, depending from the housing
quality, and respective mine. The highest value of effective dose was estimated
for the mine Hodrusa-Hamre, but owing to high vartiation no statistically
significant differences between annual effective dose estimates within the three
mines were found.
4. Discussion
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According to contemporary criteria only the counts of cells with CA of the
chromosomal type reflecting the actions of clastogens during the Go to Gi phase of
the lymphocyte cell cycle are used for the in vivo clastogenic effect assessment.
This, because the overwhelming majority of circulating lymphocytes are non-
cycling cells accumulating and steadily repairing the damage caused by exposure
to clastogens.

The results of this study show a statistically significant clastogenic effect in
Nizna Slana smoker miners having higher aberration counts in comparing with
non-smoker controls and with their non-smoker co-workers. This result and also
the outcome of evaluating the all-aberration counts strongly suggests that
interaction of the working environment in this mine with the smoking habit might
contribute to this finding. The range of the differences between the effective dose-
estimates of control and miner groups within a factor of 5 to 10 as compared with
the differences in the CA counts which vary within a factor of about two shows
that the relation of the clastogenic effects to the underground exposure may not be
ruled by a simple proportionality. The role of smoking as an agent aggravating the
clastogenic effect of the underground environment is demonstrated by the absence
of significant differences in clastogenic effects among non-smoker sample groups.
Agostini et al. [19] who, not accounting for exposure to radon, sought clastogenic
responses to the underground environment of coal miners found a significantly
higher count of cells with at least one chromosome alteration. They also found
higher counts of cells with CA if they included gaps and concluded that an
unknown substance in serum of the miners may have caused the higher
occurrence of gaps as they found significantly elevated counts of gaps, fragments
and overall alterations in preparations made from control lymphocytes cultivated
in miner plasma. This may be true also for the samples of the miners, especially
for the smokers subgroup in this study. The information [19] came late so that in
this study no attempt has been made to assess such substance in plasma.

In connection with significantly higher counts of gaps attention should be drawn
to recent in vitro experiments with endonucleases elucidating the variability of
gap-counts and indicating that "gaps represent localized difficulties in chromatin
condensation due to unrepaired DNA double strand breaks" [20]. Accounting for
an uninterrupted repair of chromosomal damage proceeding in the cells up to the
fixation, hypothesised substances in serum of smokers may contribute to prevent
the repair of gaps leading to significant increase of gap counts as in preparation of
standard cytogenetic samples lymphocytes in a small volume of the probands
plasma are added to the cultivation medium. Smoking invariably acts as an in vivo
clastogenic factor [21], moreover, Vijayalaxmi et al. [22] found higher counts of
gaps in samples of lymphocytes from smokers. The nature and in vivo action of
these substances remain to be cleared. More clastogens, as diesel exhaust fumes,
mineral dust containing clastogenic metal compounds, mycotoxins [23] etc.
present in the environment of mines might contribute to the appearance of such
substances in blood plasma, however, the exposure to these factors were not
measured in this study.

In order to assess the clastogenic risk of underground radon more precisely in
future h is necessary to correlate the endpoints of clastogenesis to the estimates of
radiation exposures measured by personal dosimeters similarly as at measuring
exposures to indoor radon. Nevertheless, this study indicates that the clastogenic
risk from underground professional exposure to such low levels of radon as
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encountered in ore mines, may be effectively confounded by that from smoking.
To elucidate this problem higher counts of probands in non-smoker and smoker in
both control and miner groups should be examined.
5. Conclusions

Significant differences in counts of aberrations of the chromosomal type in
lymphocytes of smoker-miners of Nizna Slana as compared with counts of such
aberrations in lymphocytes of a control group of similar age were found. A
dependence of chromosomal aberration counts from the underground exposure to
radon by multiple regression procedures could not be ascertained. The results
indicated that confounding of such dependence by smoking might have taken
place. To elucidate this problem higher counts of probands in non-smoker and
smoker in both control and miner groups should be examined and the personal
dosimetry of radon should be used for assessment of individual radiation body
burden.

Significantly higher counts of gaps in the miner samples were found and it could
not be excluded that, hypothetically, they might arise as a result of in vitro
exposure to some unknown substance(s) present in smoker miners plasma
introduced into samples together with lymphocytes at the beginning of their
cultivation and inhibiting the DNA repair processes.
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Table 1.
Percentages of mitoses containing aberrations of chromosomal type in control persons

and miners of three Slovak mines

Control
Hodniga
HnuSfa
N.Slana

n
7800
4200
6400
7600

Total
mean

1.10*
1.04a

1.41
1.63*a

95%CL
(0.9-1.4)
(0.8-1.4)
(1.1-1.7)
(1.4-1.9)

n
4200
1400
3200
2400

Non-smokers
mean

1.02°
0.92
1.25
1.04"

95%CL
(0.7-1.4)
(0.5-1.6)
(0.9-1.7)
(0.7-1.5)

n
3600
2800
3200
5200

Smokers
mean
1.19*
l . l l a

1.56
1 9 0 - a b c

95%CL
(0.9-1.6)
(0.8-1.6)
(1.2-2.1)
(1.6-2.3)

Legend: Total = non-smokers + smokers; n = number of evaluated mitoses; CL = confidence limits
*" within columns shows statistically significant (p<0.05) differences between samples
b c across columns shows statistically significant (p<0.05) differences between samples

Table 2.
Percentages of mitoses containing chromosomal aberrations including gaps in control

persons and miners of three Slovak mines

Total Non-smokers Smokers

Control
HodruSa
Hnusfa
N.Slana

n
7800
4200
6400
7600

mean
5.43>a

7.07*b

5.58 te

8.18*

95%CL
(4.9-6.0)
(6.3-7.9)
(5.0-6.2)
(7.6-8.8)

n
4200
1400
3200
2400

mean
5.78*
6.43
5.19s

6.88

95%CL
(5.1-6.5)
(5.2-7.8)
(4.4-6.0)
(5.9-8.0)

n
3600
2800
3200
5200

mean
5.02"a

7.39*a

6.41*
8.78<&s

95%C1
(4.3-5.1
(6.5-8.'
(5.6-7.:
(8.0-9.(

Legend: Total = non-smokers + smokers; n = number of evaluated mitoses; CL = confidence limits
"ai>c within columns shows statistically significant (p<0.05) differences between samples;
* s across columns shows statistically significant (p<0.05) differences between samples;

Table 3.
Results of radon measurements and effective dose estimates in Slovak houses and mines

Parameter

No. of samples
Arith. mean
Minimum
Maximum

Geom. mean
STDEV(Geom)

Unit

[1]
[Bq.ni3]
[Bq.m3]
[Bq.m"3]
[Bq.m"3]
[Bq.m-3]
[mSvl

Family
houses

130
68
3

905
40
1,7
2,9

Houses (Bratislava)"

Rack
construction

357
13
3

109
10
1,3
0,6

Total

487
28
3

905
14
1,8
1,2

HodruSa

68
999
85

3812
721
2,4
6,2

MineD)

HnuSfa

129
789
77

4639
550
2,5
4,9

N.Slana

513
698
53

4688
478
2,4
4,4

a) EEC
b) CuaRadon concentration in air
c) E = arithmetic mean x Conversion factor.

Conversion factor [mSv/Bq.m"3] = 3.90 E-2 for houses and 6.23 E-3 for mines [24]


